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a b s t r a c t
Network-coded cooperative communications (NC-CC) refers to the use of network coding (NC) in cooperative communications (CC). Prior studies have shown that NC has the potential to improve the performance of CC when there are multiple sessions in the wireless network. These studies were done for the
case when multiple sessions are sharing a single relay node. However, how NC-CC behaves when multiple
relay nodes are employed remains an open problem. In this paper, we explore this problem by analyzing the achievable rate of each session in this setting. We develop closed form formulas for the mutual
information and the achievable data rate for each session. We show that prior results for a single relay
is a special case of our result. Based on these ﬁndings, we then study a network optimization problem
that requires joint optimization of session grouping, relay node grouping, and matching of session/relay
groups. We show that this problem is NP-hard, and present a polynomial time heuristic algorithm to
solve this problem. Using simulation results, we show this algorithm is highly competitive and can produce results that are near to optimality.
© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Cooperative communications (CC) is an important technique to
improve the performance of a wireless network [11]. Unlike MIMO,
which requires the use of multiple antennas at each node, CC
only employs a single antenna at each node and exploits diversity
by cooperating with antennas on other nodes in the network. CC
schemes can be amplify-and-forward (AF) or decode-and-forward
(DF) [15]. Under AF, the relay simply ampliﬁes its received signal
while under DF, the relay decodes its received signal and then encodes data again before forwarding to the destination. There has
been extensive research at the physical layer that exploits cooperations among distributed antennas [1,6,13].
Recently, it was found that network coding (NC) can further
improve the performance of CC by combining data streams at
a relay node [4,18–25,29,33–36]. This application of NC in CC is
called network-coded CC (or NC-CC). NC has been shown to improve the outage probability [4,19], packet error rates [33], and
data rates [25,36] for CC. NC schemes can be either digital or
analog [10], depends on whether network coding is done on digital signals or analog signals. Most of these studies were done
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for the case when multiple sessions are sharing a single relay
node [4,19,25,33,36] or multiple sessions have the same destination [18,20–24,34,35]. Topakkaya and Wang [29] considered the
scenario of multiple source-destination pairs using multiple relays,
designed a network coding scheme, and analyzed its performance.
In this paper, we will design another network coding scheme with
less number of time slots in a frame and thus may achieve larger
rate.
In this paper, we study NC-CC when there are multiple relay
nodes. Our goal is two-fold.
First, we aim to develop closed form formulas for the mutual
information and the achievable data rate for each session. We consider the case of analog network coding (ANC) [10] and AF CC
[15] at each relay node. Through an in-depth analysis, we derive
the mathematical equations for mutual information and achievable
data rate for each session and show that prior results for a single
relay is a special case of our result. This ﬁnding offers an important
building block on the theory of NC-CC.
Second, we investigate the following important problems jointly
in a multi-user network under NC-CC: (i) how to put sessions into
different groups; (ii) how to put relay nodes into different groups;
and (iii) how to match the session groups with relay groups under
NC-CC. Speciﬁcally, we study a network optimization problem with
the goal of maximizing the sum of weighted rates of all sessions.
This optimization problem requires a joint optimization of all three
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Fig. 1. A three-node relay channel for CC.
Table 1
Notation.
Symbol

Deﬁnition

NC-CC
W
SNRuv

Network Coded Cooperative Communications.
Total bandwidth available in the network
The signal to noise ratio between nodes u and v
Ampliﬁcation factor at relay node r
Variance of background noise at node v
Variance of ANC noise at node v

αr
σv2
σz2ANC
v

huv
zv
zvANC
wi
xi
yuv
yRdi
ySRdi

huv
Pu
R
S
Rj
R
Ssi j

Effect of path-loss, shadowing, and fading
from node u to node v
White Gaussian background noise at node v
ANC noise at node v
Weight assigned to session (si , di )
Signal transmitted by source si
Signal transmitted by node u and received by node v
Signal transmitted by relay group R and received by
node di
Signal received by destination di that was originally
transmitted by session group S and then retransmitted
by relay group R
Effect of path-loss, shadowing, and fading from node u
to node v
Transmission power at node u
The set of all relay nodes in the network
The set of all source nodes in the network
A group of relay nodes
Group of sessions containing si and using relay group
R j for NC-CC

components. We show that this problem is NP-hard. Subsequently,
we develop a highly competitive and eﬃcient algorithm to solve
this problem.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we review state-of-the-art results on NC-CC when only
a single relay node is employed. In Section 3, we study NC-CC
with multiple sessions and multiple relay nodes. We develop formulas for the mutual information and achievable data rate of each
session. In Section 4, we describe the session/relay grouping and
matching problem in detail. We also show that this problem is
NP-hard. In Section 5, we present an algorithm to this problem.
Section 6 presents numerical results to demonstrate the performance and eﬃciency of the proposed algorithm. In Section 7, we
discuss related work, and Section 8 concludes this paper. Table 1
lists all notation used in this paper.
2. Background

Fig. 2. NC-CC with a single relay node.

rate between s and d in this channel is given as follows:

CCC (s, r, d ) =





W
SNRsr · SNRrd
log2 1 + SNRsd +
,
2
1 + SNRsr + SNRrd

where SNRuv is the signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver v when

2
node u transmits, and is given by SNRuv = |huv |2 Pu , σv2 is the vari-

σv

ance of background noise at node v, huv is the gain of the channel
from node u to node v, Pu is the power at which node u transmits
signals, and W is the channel bandwidth.
As for comparison, when CC is not used, i.e., s transmits to d
without using r (so-called direct transmission), the achievable rate
from s to d is given as:

CD (s, ∅, d ) = W log2 (1 + SNRsd ),

(2)

where ∅ denotes that no relay node is used. It has been shown in
[15] and [28] that CC has the potential to increase achievable rate
over direct transmission, depending on the location of relay node
and its channel statistics.
When there are m source-destination sessions sharing a single
relay node (as shown in Fig. 2), one can employ NC to combine
the signals from the m sources at the relay node and then forward
the combined signal to all the destination nodes, i.e., NC-CC. Here,
a time frame is divided into (m + 1 ) time slots (see Fig. 2b), with
time slot i, i ≤ m, being used for transmission by source node si−1 .
Again, each of such transmissions is received by its corresponding destination node and overheard by the relay node. The relay
node will then apply NC to combine all the m received analog signals. The combined signal xm is then ampliﬁed and forwarded by
the relay node to all destination nodes in the (m + 1 )th time slot.
The achievable rate for a session under NC-CC is given by Sharma
et al. [25]:
CNC-CC (si , S, r, di , )

⎛

=

⎞

⎜
W
log2 ⎜1+SNRsi di +
⎝
m+1

⎟
⎟,
⎠

SNRsi r SNRrdi

|Sr |

σ 2ANC
z

di

σd2

i

As a simple example, Fig. 1 shows a three-node relay channel for CC. In this example, source node s intends to transmit to
destination node d and will exploit relay node r for possible performance improvement. Assume the time frame for transmission
is divided into two time slots. We show time slot for each link
in Fig. 1. That is, in the ﬁrst time slot, s transmits to d, and is
overheard by the relay node r. Relay node r then ampliﬁes the received signal, and then retransmits the ampliﬁed signal in the second time slot. The destination node d can now combine the two
copies of the same signal coming from two different paths. This
cooperative relay channel in Fig. 1 can be treated as a single-input
two-output complex Gaussian channel [15] and the achievable data

(1)

σ 2ANC
z

+SNRrdi + σ i2
di
d


s j ∈S

SNRs j r

(3)
where S = {s0 , s1 , . . . , sm−1 } is the set of all the source nodes, and
σz2ANC is the noise at destination di due to ANC, and is given by
di

s j =si

2

σz2ANC =σd2i +(|S | − 1 ) αr hrdi σr2 +σd2i
di

s j ∈S



αr hs j r hrdi
hs j di

2
,

(4)

where α r is the ampliﬁcation factor for AF CC at relay node r and
is given by

αr2 =

|S |σr2 +

Pr


si ∈S Psi

|hsi r |2

.

(5)
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(b) Time Slot 2

Fig. 3. CC with multiple relays.

3. NC-CC With multiple relay nodes
The NC-CC model in Fig. 2 employs only a single relay node.
In this section, we study the general NC-CC model with multiple
relay nodes, and derive mutual information and achievable data
rate for each session. Our description of NC-CC model with multiple relay nodes is divided into two parts. First, we generalizes the
three-node relay channel model in Fig. 1 with multiple relay nodes.
Building upon this result, we then investigate the general model
where a group of sessions share multiple relay nodes in NC-CC.
Note that we aim to develop closed form formulas for the achievable data rate for multiple sessions using multiple relays. The coding scheme to achieve this rate can be designed by extending the
schemes in [2,3,32], which can be a separate work.
3.1. Generalizing the three-node cooperative relay channel with
multiple relays
We begin by extending the three-node model in Fig. 1, and consider a model where multiple relay nodes are used by the single
session for AF CC. Due to single session, NC is not needed in this
model. Fig. 3 shows an example of this model. In Fig. 3, the single session is denoted by (si , di ), and the group of n relay nodes
denoted by R = {r0 , . . . , rn−1 }.
The transmission from si to di is divided into two time-slots. In
the ﬁrst time-slot, source node si transmits a signal x. The signal is
received by the destination node di , and the relay nodes in R. The
signals received by the destination node di , and some relay node
r j ∈ R can be written as

ysi di = hsi di x + z di

(6)

ysi r j = hsi r j x + z r j .

(7)

After receiving the signal, all the relay nodes in R will amplify
and simultaneously transmit the ampliﬁed version of the received
signal to the destination node. By appropriately adjusting carrier
phases, carrier frequencies and symbol timings at the transmitting
nodes, signals at di can be combined coherently [30]. This coherent
combination of signals at di results in a high signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) at di . The signal received by di in the second time slot can
be written as:

(hr j di αr j )ysi r j + zdi

yRdi =
r j ∈R

=





hr j di αr j (hsi r j x + zr j ) + zdi ,

σr2j + Psi |hsi r j |

(8)

.
2

Eqs. (6) and (8) can be written in the following compact matrix
form

Y = Hx + BZ ,

0
αr hr1 di

···
···

⎤

0
αr hrn−1 di



ICC (si , R, di ) = log det I + Psi HH†



1
0

0
,
1




 −1



BE ZZ† B†

,

(9)

where I is the identity matrix, † represents the complex conjugate
transpose, Pv is the transmission power of node v, E[ · ] is the expectation function, and

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
 † ⎢
E ZZ = ⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

σr20
0

0

σ

0
0
0
0

2
r1

0
0
0
0

0
0
..
.
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0
0

σr2n−1

⎥
⎥
⎥
0⎥
⎥
0 ⎥.
0⎥
⎥
σ 2⎦

σd2i

0
0

⎤

0
0

0

di

Expanding (9) gives us the mutual information as:



ICC (si , R, di ) = log2 1 +

Psi |hsi di |2

σd2i

which can be rewritten as:

⎡

+

r j ∈R

σd2i +




⎢
⎢
⎣



Psi



ICC (si , R, di )= log2 ⎢1+SNRsi di +



r j ∈R

SNRr

r j ∈R

1+

hr j di αr j hsi r j

j di

|hr j di |2 αr2j σr2j

SNRsi r j

1+SNRsi r j




r j ∈R

2

SNRr

j di

1+SNRsi r j


,

2 ⎤
⎥
 ⎥
⎥.
⎦
(10)

Eq. (10) shows a complex relationship between a session’s mutual information and the impact of each relay node. One observation that we can make now is that there is no clear conclusion
(increase or decrease) on how the relay nodes affect the mutual
information. It is entirely possible that adding more relay nodes in
some setting will decrease the mutual information. This is because
that when a relay node ampliﬁes and forwards the received signal,
it also ampliﬁes and forwards the noise received along with the
signal. As a result, if the background noise at a particular relay is
very high, it can reduce the mutual information.
The achievable rate for session (si , di ) can be written as:

CCC (si , R, di ) =

where zdi is the background noise at node di . The variable αr j is
the ampliﬁcation factor at rj , and is given as:

Pr j

0
αr hr0 di



We can model the above channel as a one-input two-output
complex Gaussian channel [15]. The mutual information between
si and di for the above channel can be written as:

r j ∈R

αr2j =



zr0
⎢ zr1 ⎥
⎢ . ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎥
and Z = ⎢
⎢ . ⎥.
⎢zrn−1 ⎥
⎣z ⎦
di
z di

n- 1

(a) Time Slot 1



hsi di
ysi di
, H= 
,
yRdi
r j ∈R hsi r j αr j hr j di

⎡

r

n- 1

81

⎡

=

⎢

W
ICC (si , R, di )
2

W
⎢
log2 ⎢1 + SNRsi di +
2
⎣







SNRr

r j ∈R

1+

j di

SNRsi r j

1+SNRsi r j




r j ∈R

SNRr

j di

1+SNRsi r j

2 ⎤
⎥
 ⎥
⎥.
⎦

(11)

In the special case when there is only one relay node in R, the
achievable rate in (11) reduces to (1).
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r0

s0

r

s1

1

d0
d1

r0

s0
s1

r

1

s m- 1

r

r0
r

s1

1

d0
d1

r

r0

s0
s1

αr2j = 

d1

1

d m- 1
s m- 1

r

n- 1

n- 1

(c) Time slot m.

αr j hr j di

( hsk r j xk + z r j ) + z di ,

(13)

sk ∈S

where the value of ampliﬁcation factor at rj is:

d0

r



=

+ z di

ysk r j
sk ∈S

r j ∈R

(b) Time slot 2.

d m- 1
s m- 1

r j ∈R

n- 1

(a) Time slot 1.

αr j hr j di

ySRdi =

d1

r

n- 1

s0



d m- 1

d m- 1
s m- 1

time slot can be written as:

d0

(d) Time slot m + 1.

Pr j
sk ∈S

σr2j + Psk |hsk r j |2

.

A destination node di has to extract signal for xi from the combined signal in (13). To extract the desired signal, a destination
node di can subtract the signals received from other source nodes
in the initial m time slots from this combined signal. The signals
received by destination node di from other source nodes during
the ﬁrst m time slots can be written as:

(sk ∈ S, sk = si ).

ysk di = hsk di xk + z di ,

(14)

To remove the signal xk from the combined signal in (13), destination
node di can multiply the overheard signal for xk in (14) by

r j ∈R αr j hr j di hsk r j

hs d
k i

, and then subtract this product from (13). When

the signals for all xk ’s are removed from (13), the copy of the desired signal extracted by di can be written as:

(e) Time slot structure for NC-CC with multiple relay nodes.
Fig. 4. Data transfer under multi-relay NC-CC in m + 1 time-slots.

hsi r j αr j hr j di +

yˆSRdi = xi
r j ∈R

sk =si

3.2. Multiple sessions and multiple relays
We now extend our results in Section 3.1 to the general model
where there are m sessions (denoted as S = {s0 , s1 , . . . , sm−1 }) sharing n relay nodes with NC-CC.
The working of this general multi-session multi-relay NC-CC
model is illustrated in Fig. 4. In this ﬁgure, the source node of each
session transmits in the ﬁrst m time slots, and each transmission is
received by the destination nodes as well as the relay nodes. After
the m transmissions, all the relay nodes will apply NC to combine
the signals received during the m time slots. Next, Fig. 4d shows
that the combined signal is ampliﬁed and simultaneously transmitted by all the relay nodes in the (m + 1 )th time slot.1 The coherent
signal reception at destination nodes can be facilitated by appropriate transmitter synchronization [16]. Fig. 4e shows the time-slot
structure for this general multi-session multi-relay model. Every
session is allotted a time slot duration of t. Thus, the time slot du|t
ration available to each source node is mT+1 = |S|S|+1
. Therefore, the
achievable rate for a session (si , di ) can be written as:

CNC-CC (si , S, R, di ) = W ·

|S |t
|S |+1

|S |t


r j ∈R

+z di −

W
=
I
(s , S, R, di ),
|S | + 1 NC-CC i

αr j hr j di ysi r j + zdi +

=
r j ∈R

sk =si



−

r j ∈R

hsk r j αr j hr j di
hsk di

sk ∈S

1
Note that the scheme in [29] needs (m + n ) time slots and thus yields a smaller
rate.

αr j hr j di zr j

z di .

(15)

Due to the use of ANC and multiple relay nodes, we ﬁnd in
(15) that in addition to zdi , there are some new noise terms in the
signal extracted by di . This new noise is called the ANC noise, and
is written as:
sk =si

zdANC
i

αr j hr j di zr j −

= z di +
sk ∈S r j ∈R

sk =si


r j ∈R

hsk r j αr j hr j di
hsk di

sk ∈S

z di .

We can now write the variance of ANC noise as:

sk =si

where INC-CC (si , S, R, di ) is the mutual information between the
source si and its destination node di .
Now we derive the mutual information INC-CC (si , S, R, di ). First,
the signal received at the destination node di in the (m + 1 )-th

sk =si
sk ∈S r j ∈R

di

(12)

hsk r j αr j hr j di
hsk di

sk ∈S

σz2ANC = σd2i + (|S | − 1 )
INC-CC (si , S, R, di )

αr j hr j di zr j
sk ∈S r j ∈R

×
sk ∈S r j ∈R



2

αr j hr j di σr2j
r j ∈R

hsk r j αr j hr j di
hsk di

2
σd2i .

(16)

From (16), we can make two important observations: (i) the
variance in ANC noise increases monotonically as the group size of
sessions sharing the same set of relays increase; and (ii) the variance in ANC noise increases monotonically with the size of the set
of relays.
Similar to Section 3.1, we can now write (6) and (15) in a compact matrix form as follows:

ˆ = Hxi + BZ
ˆ,
Y
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where


ˆ =
Y

⎡

ysi di
yˆSRdi



(meters)

⎤

zr0
⎢ zr1 ⎥
⎢ . ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎥
ˆ
and Z = ⎢
⎢ . ⎥.
⎢ zrn−1 ⎥
⎣z ⎦
di
zdANC

75

0

75

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
 † ⎢
ˆ
ˆ
E ZZ = ⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

σr20

···
···
..
.
···
···
···

0

0

σr21

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0
0

σr2n−1

0
0

0

Expanding (17) gives us the value of mutual information between
si and di as follows:



= log2 1 +

Psi |hsi di |2

σd2i

+

Psi


r j ∈R

σz2ANC +
di



hsi r j αr j hr j di

r j ∈R

2



h2r d αr2j σr2j

,

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎣

= log2 ⎢1+SNRsi di +






r j ∈R

σ

2
zANC
di
2
di

σ

+

SNRr d SNRsi r j
j i
|S |+ s ∈S SNRsk r j

r j ∈R

2 ⎤

k





300 (meters)

250

Table 2
Data rates under NC-CC with different sets of relay
nodes.

R0 = ∅
R1 = {r0 }
R2 = {r1 }
R3 = {r2 }
R4 = {r3 }
R5 = {r0 , r1 }
R6 = {r0 , r2 }
R7 = {r0 , r3 }
R8 = {r1 , r2 }
R9 = {r1 , r3 }
R10 = {r2 , r3 }
R11 = {r0 , r1 , r2 }
R12 = {r0 , r1 , r3 }
R13 = {r0 , r2 , r3 }
R14 = {r1 , r2 , r3 }
R15 = {r0 , r1 , r2 , r3 }

Data Rate (Mbps)

Total

(s0 , d0 )

(s1 , d1 )

(Mbps)

16.70
13.65
18.48
13.81
17.50
15.45
14.63
15.22
22.30
26.24
21.57
16.52
17.15
16.28
28.49
18.22

25.83
20.01
27.44
28.80
23.14
31.78
33.09
26.07
37.82
30.03
30.63
40.53
32.39
32.97
35.96
37.77

42.53
33.66
45.92
42.61
40.64
47.23
47.72
41.29
60.12
56.27
52.19
57.04
49.54
49.25
64.45
55.99

j i

which can be rewritten as:

INC-CC (si , S, R, di )

200

Fig. 5. Two-session four-relay network.

⎤

di

INC-CC (si , S, R, di )

125 150

R

⎥
⎥
⎥
0 ⎥
0 ⎥
⎥.
0 ⎥
⎥
σz2ANC ⎦

σd2i

0
0

(17)

d0

r0

r3

25

ˆZ
ˆ † ]B† )−1 },
INC-CC (si , S, R, di ) = log det{I + (Psi HH† )(BE[ Z

r2

s1

d1

50

Similar to the one-session multi-relay case in Section 3.1, we
can model the above channel from si → di and from si → R → di
as a one-input two-output complex Gaussian channel. The mutual
information between si and di can be written as:

r1

s0

100

i

where

83

SNRr d
j i

|S |+ s ∈S SNRsk r j

⎥
⎥
.
⎥
⎦

(18)

k

From (18), we can see that the value of mutual information depends directly on the individual relay nodes in R and the value of
ANC noise. We can make two important observations by taking a
close look at (18). First, a given session (si , di ) performing NC-CC
with a group of relays (rj ’s) would prefer these relays to stay as
close as possible to si . Intuitively, this is true because the signal
that rj ’s will receive from si will have smaller noise component (or
larger SNR) due to proximity to si . A mathematical explanation of
this is that the term SNRsi r j is in the denominator of (18). Second,
si would also prefer to have other sk ’s in the session group to be far
away from the relay nodes. This is because when the distance between the other source nodes (i.e., other sk ’s) and the relay nodes
increases, the value of channel gains between other sk ’s and the
relays become small, which will help reduce the ANC noise value
at destination di . This can be observed in (16) where the value of
ANC noise decreases monotonically with the decrease in the value
of hsk r j .
3.3. An example
We now apply the achievable rate Eqs. (12) and (18) in a small
network to study how the data rates of each session change when
different set of relay nodes are employed.
Consider the network topology in Fig. 5 where there are two
sessions (s0 , d0 ) and (s1 , d1 ). There are four relay nodes that can

be employed, namely, r0 , r1 , r2 and r3 . We assume that the channel bandwidth in the network is W = 20 MHz, the white Gaussian
noise at all the nodes has a variance of 10−10 W, and every node
transmits at a power of 1 W. We assume the channel gain between
two nodes u and v is ||u − v||−4 , where ||u − v|| is the distance (in
meters) between u and v, the path loss index is 4.
We calculate the achievable rate of each session under NC-CC
when different set of relay nodes are used. Since there are four relay nodes, there are 16 possibilities (see ﬁrst column in Table 2),
ranging from the trivial case of no relay node is used to the extreme case when all four relay nodes are used. Table 2 lists the
data rates for each session under each of these 16 cases. When
R = ∅, Eq. (2) (for direct transmission) is used and the effective
bandwidth available to each session is W
2 = 10MHz. The last column in Table 2 shows the sum of the data rates of both sessions.
For the 15 sets of relay nodes (excluding direct transmission),
we observe that not every set is beneﬁcial to both sessions, compared to the case of direct transmission. For session (s0 , d0 ), the
sets of R1 , R3 , R5 , R6 , R7 , R11 , and R13 are not beneﬁcial, whereas
for session (s1 , d1 ), the sets of R1 and R4 are not beneﬁcial. Some
sets of relay nodes are beneﬁcial to one session but not to the
other session, e.g., relay groups R3 , R5 , R6 , R7 , R11 , and R13 are
beneﬁcial to (s1 , d1 ) but not to (s0 , d0 ). Also, the most beneﬁcial
set of relay nodes for (s0 , d0 ) is R14 , and the most beneﬁcial set of
relay nodes for (s1 , d1 ) is R11 .
Furthermore, as per our discussion at the end of Section 3, we
can observe that R4 is beneﬁcial to session (s0 , d0 ) but not to session (s1 , d1 ) due to its proximity to source s0 . Similarly, R3 is beneﬁcial to (s1 , d1 ) but not to (s0 , d0 ) due to its proximity to s1 compared to s0 . For some other relay groups, the conclusion may not
be made simply by observing the location of individual nodes. This
is where our derived equations can help in determining whether a
session group should be matched with a relay group or not. It is
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Fig. 6. An example illustrating our session/relay grouping and matching problem.

important to realize that without deriving the mathematical equations for achievable data rate and mutual information, it is impossible to construct a table such as the one shown in Table 2.
The formulas we developed can thus help us to identify the optimal set of relay nodes for some particular objective. We will next
study an optimization problem that will use the derived equations
to achieve a certain objective.
4. Problem description
Table 1 lists all notation in this paper. Consider a network (e.g., Fig. 6a) where there is a set of sessions S =
{(s0 , d0 ), (s1 , d1 ), . . . , (sm−1 , dm−1 )} and a set of relay nodes R =
{r0 , r1 , . . . , rn−1 }. For each session (si , di ), the source node si always
have data to transmit to the destination node di .2 Assume all the
nodes are in the same interference (collision) domain. Therefore,
similar to Fig. 4e, a time frame of length T needs to be divided
among the sessions to coordinate transmissions. Given the availability of relay nodes, NC-CC may be used. Our goal is to exploit
the potential of NC-CC and set up a transmission schedule so that
some network-wide objective is maximized.
In this network setting, a number of questions arises naturally.
• First and foremost, from each session’s perspective, what set of
relay nodes should it employ to increase its achievable rate?
• Second, from each relay node’s perspective, what set of sessions
should it support (in the context of NC-CC)?
• Third, should we partition the set of sessions and relay nodes
into different groups? And if so, how to group these sessions
and relay nodes, and how to match them to maximize our objective?
• Finally, how should the time slots be structured in a time frame
so as to coordinate the transmissions of all the sessions?
Regarding the ﬁrst question, one can quickly deduce, by a simple numerical analysis of (18), that blind employment of all relay nodes in the network may not maximize a session’s achievable
rate. This is because background noise, introduced in the received
signals at certain relay nodes, could be high. Once such noisy signal is ampliﬁed, transmitted, and aggregated with signals from
2
We assume that each node can only serve one distinct role of source, destination, or relay. In the case when a node is serving multiple roles, we can logically
divide this node into multiple nodes and consider each separately.

other relay nodes, it will lead to large noise in the received signal at the destination node, thereby reducing the session’s achievable rate. Another issue is that the variance of NC noise increases
monotonically as the size of the relay group. Therefore, in the interest of each session, it is important to select an optimal subset
of relay nodes to maximize its achievable rate.
For the second question, by observing (16), one can easily ﬁnd
that the variance of NC noise increases monotonically as the number of sessions. Since the achievable rate decreases as NC noise
variance increases, we conclude that loading a relay node with a
large number of sessions will not maximize our objective. Therefore, from a relay node’s perspective, it is important to select an
optimal subset of sessions.
Based on the above discussion, it is easy to answer the third
question. Clearly, we need to partition the set of sessions and relay
nodes into different groups. Note that there could be some overlap
among the sets of relay nodes, i.e., a relay node may be in multiple
groups. However, a session can only appear in one group. As we
shall show, grouping of sessions and relay nodes is not an easy
task, neither is the problem of matching them to maximize our
objective.
For the last question, once the optimal session/relay grouping
and matching problem is solved, the time slot structure will also
be determined.
We now use an example to illustrate the scope of our problem.
4.1. An example
Consider again the network in Fig. 6a. There are 14 sessions and
12 relay nodes. Fig. 6b shows one possible grouping and matching
solution (although may not be optimal) for the network, and Fig. 7
shows the time slot structure for this solution. The following are
some details in this example solution.
Groups of sessions. There are eight session groups: S0 =
{ ( s0 , d0 ), ( s1 , d1 )}, S1 = { ( s2 , d2 )}, S2 = { ( s4 , d4 ), ( s5 , d5 ), ( s6 , d6 )},
S3 = {(s7 , d7 ), (s8 , d8 )}, S4 = {(s9 , d9 ), (s10 , d10 )}, S5 = {(s11 , d11 ),
(s12 , d12 )}, S6 = {(s3 , d3 )}, S7 = {(s13 , d3 )}. Note that each session
can belong to only one group.
Groups of relays. There are seven relay groups: R0 =
{r0 , r1 }, R1 = {r2 , r3 , r4 }, R2 = {r6 , r7 }, R3 = {r9 , r10 },R4 = {r8 , r9 },
R5 = {r11 }, R6 = {r5 }. Note that relay node r9 shows up both in R3
and R4 .
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Matching session and relay groups. In this example, S0 is
matched to R0 . Similarly, S1 is matched to R1 . But, S2 and S3 are
both matched to R2 , which is allowed. S4 , S5 , and S7 are matched
to R3 , R4 and R5 , respectively. S6 is not matched to any relay
group while R6 is not used.
Time slot structure. Fig. 7b shows the time slot structure for
this session/relay grouping and matching example. For comparison,
Fig. 7a shows the time slot structure when NC-CC is not employed,
i.e., under TDMA-based direct transmission. In Fig. 7b, since session
s3 does not use any relay node, its time slot length should be kept
same as that in Fig. 7a to ensure fairness. On the other hand, for
those session groups that use relay nodes, the time slot for each
session should be shrunk accordingly to accommodate the extra
time slot for the relay nodes. For example, since sessions s0 and s1
are using R0 , their time slot length of t (under direct transmission)
is shrunk to 32 t so that the three time slots taken by s0 , s1 and R0
remain 2t. In general, a set Sk with |Sk | sessions will have total
available time of |Sk |t. When this session group uses a relay group
R j for NC-CC, the time slot duration for every session in Sk will
|S |t

shrunk to |S k|+1 .
k
Achievable rate. Based on the above discussion on time slot
structure, the achievable rate for a session (si , di ) is
R

CNC-CC (si , Ssi j , R j , di )



R

|Ssi j |t



Theorem 1. The joint session/relay grouping and matching problem
for NC-CC is NP-hard.
A sketch of proof is as follows. In [26], Sharma et al. considered
a simpler grouping and relay node selection (GRS) problem, with
the same objective of maximizing the weighted sum rate of the
sessions in the network. There was no consideration of grouping
of relay nodes. In other words, the size of each relay group was set
to 1, which can be viewed as a special case of the problem in this
paper. For the GRS problem, Sharma et al. used matching problems
in hypergraphs to show that the GRS problem is NP-hard. Given
that the GRS problem is a special case of our joint session/relay
grouping and matching problem, we conclude that our problem is
at least NP-hard.

5. G2 M: an algorithm for session/relay grouping and matching
In this section, we present an algorithm that performs session grouping, relay grouping, and matching of session and relay
groups. We abbreviate this algorithm as G2 M, with the “2” referring that grouping operation is needed for both sessions and relay
nodes. We present the baseline G2 M algorithm in Sections 5.1–5.4.
Further improvements of the baseline algorithm are discussed in
Section 5.5.

R

|Ssi j |+1

R
· INC-CC (si , Ssi j , R j , di )
|S |t
|SsR j |
W
R
= R i
·
· INC-CC (si , Ssi j , R j , di )
j
|
|Ssi | + 1 S |

=W ·

R
Ssi j

⊆ S, si ∈

5.1. Basic idea

R
Ssi j ,

(19)

R

where Ssi j denotes the session group (containing session (si , di ))
that is matched to relay nodes in R j .

4.2. Problem complexity
Our goal in this paper is to perform optimal grouping of sessions and relay nodes, and matching these groups so that the sum
of weighted session rates is maximized. For session grouping, the
smaller the size of each group, the larger the mutual information, due to smaller NC noise. But on the other hand, comparing
(12) with (19), we ﬁnd that smaller session group size will also
R

have smaller effective bandwidth (i.e.,
R

|S s j | W
W
i
R
|S | < |S |+1 because
|Ss j |+1
i

|S | is greater than |Ssi j |). For grouping of relay nodes, there is even
more ﬂexibility, as any relay node may be part of multiple relay
groups. Finally, the optimal matching problem is highly complex,
due to the large design space of potential session groups and relay
groups.

The basic idea of G2 M is to have each session initially matched
independently to a group of relay nodes. Then through merging
of sessions and modiﬁcations of relay node groups iteratively, we
obtain a ﬁnal solution. Fig. 8 shows the ﬂow chart of the G2 M algorithm.
In the initialization phase, we let each session (si , di ), i =
0, . . . , m − 1, form a group on its own, i.e., Si = {(si , di )}, i =
0, . . . , m − 1. Then for each session group Si (which has only one
session), we ﬁnd a set of relay nodes for it, which we denote as
Ri , i = 0, . . . , m − 1. The set of relay nodes is determined through
an iterative process that begins by considering all the relay nodes
in the set, and then removing some relay nodes from the set that
are harmful for that particular session.
In the main program, during each iteration, we consider pairwise of session groups and see if merging the two will result in
an improved objective function. Clearly, merging of two session
groups also requires the merging of two groups of relay nodes. To
increase the chance of successful merger of two session groups,
modiﬁcations of relay nodes (in terms of removing some nodes)
are allowed in the newly merged relay node groups. Such iteration
terminates when we cannot ﬁnd a pair of session groups to merge
that can produce a greater objective value. At this point, G2 M terminates.
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From (20), the SNR-gain for (si , di ) due to the group of relay node
Ri is







SNRgain (si , Ri ) =

SNRr

r j ∈Ri

1+


r j ∈Ri

j di

SNRsi r j

1+SNRsi r j



SNRr

j di

2

 .

(21)

1+SNRsi r j

Now we need to ﬁnd a group of relay nodes Ri for each Si that can
maximize SNRgain . The following theorem shows that this problem
is also NP-hard.
Theorem 2. For a single session, the problem of ﬁnding an optimal
group of relay nodes that maximizes the session’s achievable rate is
NP-hard.
We offer a sketch of proof here. In [26], Sharma et al. showed
that the problem of having a single relay node to select an optimal
group of sessions among a set of sessions is NP-hard. The proof
technique there was based on matching problems in hypergraphs.
The mathematical nature of that problem is exactly the same as
this one, and thus the proof here can follow the same token.
We now present a heuristic algorithm to construct an initial
matching.

Fig. 8. A ﬂowchart of G2 M algorithm.

5.2. Algorithm details
Initialization. As discussed in Section 5.1, we start with each
session group containing only one session, i.e. Si = {(si , di )}, i =
0, . . . , m − 1. For each session Si , we will ﬁnd a group of relay
nodes Ri , i = 0, . . . , m − 1 for it so that the achievable rate of
this session is maximized. Based on (18), when Si = {(si , di )}, is
matched to a relay group Ri , its mutual information is

INC-CC (si , {(si , di )}, Ri , di )

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎝

= log2 ⎜1 + SNRsi di +







SNRr

r j ∈Ri

1+


r j ∈Ri

j di

SNRsi r j

1+SNRsi r j



SNRr

j di

1+SNRsi r j

2 ⎞
⎟
 ⎟
⎟.
⎠

(20)

• For Si = (si , di ), we start with the group Ri including all the
relay nodes in the network.
• To maximize SNRgain , we identify and remove certain relay
nodes (one at a time) from Ri .
– The ﬁrst candidate for possible removal is the relay node
with the worst channel condition between si and itself, i.e.,
the relay node rj with the smallest value of SNRsi r j . This
node is likely to introduce the largest noise component.
From (20), we can see that this relay node is also likely to
contribute the largest amount to the denominator.
– Remove this relay node, say rj with the smallest SNRsi r j . If
session (si , di )’s mutual information increase, this removal is
permanent; otherwise, rj is added back to Ri .3
– Repeat the above process for the relay node with the second
smallest value of SNRsi r j and so forth.
• During the above iteration for Si , some relay nodes may be removed from Ri . As a result, we should go through another iteration of checking and removing the relay nodes from the current Ri . This is due to the nonlinear nature of (21). Note that in
the above iteration, when we checked the current relay nodes
in Ri for removal, the relay nodes in Ri at that time were different from the current Ri . Thus, it may now be possible to further remove some of the current relay nodes and improve Ri .
• We stop the process of removing the relay nodes from Ri until
during an iteration, none of the relay nodes are removed from
Ri . The current relay nodes in Ri constitutes the initial group
of relay nodes that is matched to Si = (si , di ).
• As a last step, we want to ensure that the achievable rate of
session (si , di ) is no less than that under direct transmission.
If yes, we are done; otherwise, we set Ri = ∅, indicating that
initially no relay node will be matched to this session.
Fig. 9 gives the pseudocode for the initial matching between
each session and its relay nodes.
Main program. After initialization, we now have an initial list
(say L1 ) of m = |S | matchings with every session group (containing
a single session) matched to a group of relay nodes. Note that NC
is not yet employed and the goal of the main program is to merge
session groups (two at a time) so that NC can be fully exploited to
3
This is because that, from (21), not only the values of SNRsi r j , but also the values of SNRr j di and the SNR values of the other relay nodes are affecting the value
of SNRgain .
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Table 3
Initial matching list L1 .
Session group
S0
S1
S2
S3
S4

= { ( s0 , d0 )}
= { ( s1 , d1 )}
= { ( s2 , d2 )}
= { ( s3 , d3 )}
= { ( s4 , d4 )}

Relay node group
R0
R1
R2
R3
R4

= {r0 , r1 }
= {r1 , r2 , r3 }
= {r3 }
= { ∅}
= {r1 , r4 }

Table 4
All possible matching pairs from L1 .
Fig. 9. Pseudocode of initialization phase.

increase the objective of our optimization problem (i.e., weighted
sum rate of all sessions).
In the ﬁrst iteration, we go through the initial list L1 that has
m entries of (Si , Ri ) matchings. We consider all possible pairs of
entries (Si , Ri ) and (S j , R j ), Si = S j , for possible merger. There are
m (m−1 )
2

possibilities.
Denote Ltemp a temporary working list to store our intermediate matching
 results. For every matching pair of entries
(Si , Ri ), (S j , R j ) in L1 , we perform the following steps.
• Suppose two session groups Si and S j were merged together
into one session group Si ∪ S j . Then the two corresponding relay node groups Ri and R j are also merged together into one
relay node group Ri ∪ R j . Now we have a new session group
Si ∪ S j matched to a new relay group Ri ∪ R j .
• Given that Ri and R j are likely containing different set of
nodes, some of which may beneﬁt sessions in one group but
not the other. To ensure that every relay node in Ri ∪ R j will
beneﬁt the new session group Si ∪ S j , we examine each nonoverlapping relay node in Ri ∪ R j (i.e., the relay nodes that are
not part of both Ri and R j ) one at a time and remove any relay,
say rk if its presence in Ri ∪ R j is harmful to the objective function for the new session group Si ∪ S j . After this process, we
have an updated relay group, which we denote as (Ri ∪ R j )∗ .
• To determine whether or not the proposed new matching
(Si ∪ S j , (Ri ∪ R j )∗ ) should be stored in Ltemp , we compare
whether or not there is any improvement in the objec
tive function, i.e., whether or not
sk ∈Si ∪S j wkCNC-CC (sk , Si ∪


S j , (Ri ∪ R j )∗ , dk ) >( s ∈S wkCNC-CC (sk , Si , Ri , dk )+ s ∈S wk
k

i

k

j

CNC-CC (sk , S j , R j , dk ))?
– If there is an increase in objective, then we store the new
matching (Si ∪ S j , (Ri ∪ R j )∗ ) in Ltemp . Also, we calculate
the net increase in the objective value due to this merger,
which we call temporary gain.
– If the objective value decreases or remains same, then there
is no beneﬁt in merging Si and S j . Therefore, we declare this
proposed merger a failure. If (Si , Ri ) and (S j , R j ) have not
been stored in Ltemp , we will store both as two entries in
Ltemp and associate each with a zero temporary gain.

We now have a list Ltemp containing several beneﬁcial matchings and some matchings with gain zero. Note that a session group
Si may be part of multiple matchings in list Ltemp . We now want
to create a list L2 where any session group Si will only appear in
exactly one matching. This is equivalent to have each session appear only once in some session group in L2 . To accomplish this, we
consider entries in Ltemp in decreasing value of temporary gain. For
any such entry under consideration, we do the following.
• If none of the sessions in this session group appears in any session group of L2 , this entry of matching (session group and relay node group) is then saved in L2 . This entry is also removed
from Ltemp .

1
2
3∗
4
5
6∗
7∗
8
9
10

Pair under
consideration

Proposed merger

{ ( S0 , R0 ), ( S1 , R1 )}
{ ( S0 , R0 ), ( S2 , R2 )}
{ ( S0 , R0 ), ( S3 , R3 )}
{ ( S0 , R0 ), ( S4 , R4 )}
{ ( S1 , R1 ), ( S2 , R2 )}
{ ( S1 , R1 ), ( S3 , R3 )}
{ ( S1 , R1 ), ( S4 , R4 )}
{ ( S2 , R2 ), ( S3 , R3 )}
{ ( S2 , R2 ), ( S4 , R4 )}
{ ( S3 , R3 ), ( S4 , R4 )}

{(s0 ,
{(s0 ,
{(s0 ,
{(s0 ,
{(s1 ,
{(s1 ,
{(s1 ,
{(s2 ,
{(s2 ,
{(s3 ,

d0 ),
d0 ),
d0 ),
d0 ),
d1 ),
d1 ),
d1 ),
d2 ),
d2 ),
d3 ),

(s1 ,
(s2 ,
(s3 ,
(s4 ,
(s2 ,
(s3 ,
(s4 ,
(s3 ,
(s4 ,
(s4 ,

d1 )},
d2 )},
d3 )},
d4 )},
d2 )},
d3 )},
d4 )},
d3 )},
d4 )},
d4 )},

CIO

{r0 , r1 , r2 }
{r1 , r3 }
{∅}
{r0 , r1 , r4 }
{r1 , r3 }
{r1 }
{r2 , r4 }
{r3 }
{r1 }
{r4 }

15
10
−5
4
7
−10
−9
1
6
3

• If all sessions in this session group already appear in some session groups in L2 , this entry is not saved in L2 . Further, this
entry is also removed from Ltemp .
• If some, but not all, sessions of this session group appear in
some session groups in L2 , then we will recover the session
group containing the remaining sessions (i.e., those not shown
up in L2 ) and its matching relay group from L1 . This recovered
matching entry will carry a temporary gain of zero and will replace the one in Ltemp .
The above process continues until Ltemp is empty. At this point,
each session should appear only once in some session group in L2 .
This completes the ﬁrst iteration of our main program.
The future iterations of the main program are similar to the
ﬁrst iteration. The program terminates when no further mergers
are possible, i.e., the temporary gain is zero for all entries in Ltemp .
Then the matching created in the previous iteration is our ﬁnal solution. Fig. 10 shows the pseudocode of the main program.
5.3. An example
We now present an example showing the working of
the G2 M algorithm. Consider a network with ﬁve sessions
{(s0 , d0 ), . . . , (s4 , d4 )} and ﬁve relay nodes {r0 , . . . , r4 }. Table 3
shows the initial matching L1 created during the initialization
phase. Note that a session may use several relay nodes, and a relay
node may be matched to multiple sessions (e.g., r1 and r3 ).
Based on L1 , we construct a list Ltemp to facilitate the creation
of list L2 for the next iteration. Table 4 shows all possible matching
pairs from L1 (in second column), the proposed mergers (in third
column), and the corresponding changes in the objective value (in
the last column). Ltemp is constructed based on Table 4 as follows:
• Entries 1 and 2 in Table 4 offer an increase in objective value.
So, we copy these two entries to Ltemp in Table 5.
• Entry 3 in Table 4 leads to a decrease in the objective value.
So, this proposed merger is not desirable and will not show up
in Ltemp . Instead, we will include the matchings prior to the
proposed merger to Ltemp in Table 5. The corresponding gains
in the objective value for these two entries are zero.
• Similarly, we will include Entries 4, 5, 8, 9, and 10 from
Table 4 to Ltemp in Table 5, as they all offer an increase in the
objective value.
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Table 5
List Ltemp .

1
2
3∗
4
5
6∗
7∗
8
9
10

Merged pair

Temporary gain

{(s0 ,
{(s0 ,
{(s0 ,
{(s3 ,
{(s0 ,
{(s1 ,
{(s1 ,
{(s4 ,
{(s2 ,
{(s2 ,
{(s3 ,

15
10
0
0
4
7
0
0
1
6
3

d0 ), (s1 , d1 )}, {r0 , r1 , r2 }
d0 ), (s2 , d2 )}, {r1 , r3 }
d0 )}, {r0 , r1 }
d3 )}, {∅}
d0 ), (s4 , d4 )}, {r0 , r1 , r4 }
d1 ), (s2 , d2 )}, {r1 , r3 }
d1 )}, {r1 , r2 , r3 }
d4 )}, {r1 , r4 }
d2 ), (s3 , d3 )}, {r3 }
d2 ), (s4 , d4 )}, {r1 }
d3 ), (s4 , d4 )}, {r4 }

Table 6
List L2 .
Merged sessions

Merged relays

Increase in sum
of weighted rates

{(s0 , d0 ), (s1 , d1 )}
{(s2 , d2 ), (s4 , d4 )}
{(s3 , d3 )}

{r0 , r1 , r2 }
{r1 }
{∅}

15
6
0

Table 5 shows the ﬁnal Ltemp . To create L2 , we consider entries
in Ltemp in Table 5 in the order of decreasing value of temporary
gains.
• We ﬁrst consider the entry with the largest gain 15, i.e., Entry
1, and add it to L2 , which is empty initially.
• We now consider Entry 2, which offers the second largest temporary gain of 10. This proposed match includes S0 and S2 .
Since we have already added S0 to L2 , we cannot do it again.
But S2 = {(s2 , d2 )} is still not in L2 . So, we will replace entry 2
in Ltemp with (S2 , R2 ) having a zero temporary gain. This will
effectively make this entry to be considered last.
• The next entry to be considered is Entry 5 with a temporary
gain of 7. The session groups in Entry 5 include S1 and S2 .
Again, since S1 is already in L2 , we cannot add it again. For
S2 , it has already been considered earlier for Entry 2. So, Entry
5 can be deleted as all of its sessions have already been considered in earlier steps.
• The next entry is Entry 9 with a temporary gain of 6. As none
of these sessions are in L2 , it will be added to L2 .
• This process continues until all sessions are included in L2 , as
shown in Table 6.
Future iterations (to obtain L3 , L4 , . . .) follow the same token.
This procedure will terminate when we can no longer make improvement on the current matching list.
5.4. Runtime complexity

Fig. 10. Pseudocode of the G2 M main algorithm.

• For Entry 6 in Table 5, the proposed merger is not desirable.
Further, match (S3 , R3 ) prior to this proposed merger was already added to Ltemp earlier under Entry 3. So, (S3 , R3 ) is
dropped in Entry 6 of Ltemp . For the same reason, for Entry 7 in
Table 5, the match (S1 , R1 ) was already included and will not
be added again to Ltemp in Table 5.

Initialization of L1 . To create the initial list of matchings for
session si , we need to sort relays for si in increasing order of
SNRsi r j values. The complexity of sorting relays is O(|R| log2 |R| )
per session. Thus, the complexity of sorting for all the sessions is
O(|S | · |R| · log2 |R| ).
Afterwards, for each session, there are at most |R| iterations
to get the initial matching, with each iteration having a worst
case complexity of O(|R| ). Thus, the complexity for all sessions is
O ( |S | · |R | 2 ) .
Thus, the worst case complexity to create initial matchings
for all |S | sessions is O(|S | · |R| · log2 |R| ) + O(|S | · |R|2 ) = O(|S | ·
|R | 2 ) .
Creation of Ltemp . Next, in the main program of the algorithm,
every iteration has to go through O(|S |2 ) matching pairs to check
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for possible merger, and create the list Ltemp . For every matching
pair in the iteration, a check for possible merger involves:
• Merging the corresponding relay groups. The complexity of this
step is O(|R| ).
• If the merger improves the objective value, then the merged
pair is added to Ltemp and requires O(1) complexity.
• In case the pair of matchings cannot be merged, then we may
have to add individual matchings to the list Ltemp . This will require O(|S |2 ) checks within Ltemp to see whether or not the
individual sessions already exist in Ltemp .
So, the worst case complexity for creating list Ltemp is O(|S |2 ·
( |R | + |S | 2 ) = O ( |S | 2 | · R | + |S | 4 ) .
Sorting of Ltemp . Next, we need to sort the list Ltemp . This will
have a worst case complexity of O(|S |2 log2 |S |2 ) = O(|S |2 log2 |S | ).
Creation of list for next iteration. To create the next list of
matching from Ltemp , we need to go through all O(|S |2 ) session
groups in the list Ltemp in increasing order of the temporary gain
values. Before moving a matching from Ltemp to the new list for
next iteration, we need to check that we are not adding a session
group multiple times in the new list. Checking this will incur an
overhead of O(|S | ) per matching. Thus, the total worst case complexity to create the list for next iteration is O(|S |2 · |S | ) = O(|S |3 ).
Finally, as we start from a list of |S| matchings, and every improving iteration merge at least two session groups, there
are no more than O(|S | ) iterations in
 the worst case. Thus,
the total complexity of G2 M is O |S | · |S ||R|2 + |S |2 |R| + |S |4 +

|S |2 log |S | + |S |3



= O ( |S | 2 |R | 2 + |S | 3 |R | + |S | 5 ) .

5.5. Further improvements to G2 M
Many improvements to the baseline G2 M algorithm are possible. In this section, we discuss two possible improvements.
Recall that in the main program of G2 M, we only consider possible merger of two groups of sessions at a time. It may also be
beneﬁcial to consider three or more groups of sessions at the same
time. This is because that although proposed merger of two groups
of sessions may not improve the objective value, merging of three
or more groups of sessions may lead to an improvement. As an
example, suppose that the proposed merger of matchings (S0 , R0 )
and (S1 , R1 ) will reduce the objective value, and the same situation will occur if we merge (S1 , R1 ) and (S2 , R2 ), or (S0 , R0 ) and
(S2 , R2 ). But if we merge (S0 , R0 ), (S1 , R1 ), and (S2 , R2 ) all altogether, it may improve the objective value. This feature (i.e., considering merger of three or more sessions groups) can be easily
incorporated into the main program of G2 M.
Another improvement that we can make to G2 M is to add more
dynamics in merging during each iteration. In the baseline algorithm, once we merge two session groups, they will never be
separated again, which may limit other opportunities. That is, a
“match-and-never-separate” approach is somewhat rigid and may
miss an optimal solution. As an improvement, we may want to
check whether the objective can be improved by removing some
sessions from the merged group. This can be done by incorporating a second phase in the main program.
6. Numerical results
In this section, we present numerical results to demonstrate
the performance and eﬃciency of our G2 M algorithm. Our goals
are threefold: (i) to show G2 M algorithm offers better results than
direct transmission, (ii) to demonstrate that the solutions constructed by G2 M are close to the optimal solutions obtained by
CPLEX solver [7], and (iii) to show that the running time of G2 M is
orders of magnitude lower than CPLEX solver.

Fig. 11. Ratios between the objective values under G2 M and direct transmission.

6.1. Parameter settings
For all network instances used in this simulation study, we assume the transmission power at each node to be 1 W. The available transmission bandwidth at every node is 20 MHz, and the
variance of white Gaussian background noise at all nodes is 10−10
W. The channel gain between two nodes s and d is modeled as
|hsd |2 = ||s − d||−4 , where ||s − d|| is the distance between s and d
(in meters).
6.2. Results
6.2.1. G2 M vs. direct transmission
We consider 100 different randomly generated network instances, each with 30 nodes (7 source-destination pairs and 16 relay nodes). For each instance, the nodes are randomly deployed in
an area of size 1200 m × 1200 m square. We calculate the objective value for each network instance under both G2 M and direct transmission. Fig. 11a plots the ratio of the objective values
obtained under G2 M and those under direct transmission when all
the weights in the network are set to 1. Similarly, Fig. 11b plots the
ratio when each session’s weight in the network is randomly chosen between 0 and 1. In Fig. 11a, the average ratio is 2.53 (with a
variance of 2.83); in Fig. 11b, the average ratio is 2.67 (with a vari-
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Fig. 12. Ratio between the objective values under G2 M and CPLEX.
Fig. 13. Comparison of running time between G2 M and CPLEX. (Note the difference
in scales on both x- and y-axis in the two ﬁgures.)

ance of 3.98). Note that under any network instance in each ﬁgure,
the ratio between the two is no less than 1, due to our design of
the G2 M algorithm.
6.2.2. Near-Optimality of G2 M
To validate the performance of G2 M, we compare the results
by G2 M to the optimal solutions obtained by solving a mathematical formulation of our session/relay grouping and matching problem. A mathematical formulation of this problem is given in the
Appendix, which is in the form of 0–1 integer linear program (ILP).
Fig. 12a shows the ratio between the objective values obtained
by G2 M over those from CPLEX when the weight of each session
is set to 1. Similarly, Fig. 12b shows the ratio between the two
when the weight of each session is randomly set between [0, 1].
As we can see, the performance of G2 M is highly competitive in
both cases. It is 98.8% of optimal on average (with a variance of
0.05) for ﬁxed weights, and 97.7% optimal on average (with a variance of 0.15) for random weights.
6.2.3. Time complexity
We now compare the time complexity between the G2 M algorithm and the CPLEX solver. Due to its polynomial complexity, we
ﬁnd that the running time of G2 M is orders of magnitude faster
than CPLEX, which has an exponential time complexity to solve an
integer linear program. As an illustration, we start with a network

having only one session, and add more relays and sessions to grow
the network size. For each network instance, we compare the time
required to ﬁnd the solution by G2 M and that by the CPLEX solver.
Fig. 13a shows that the time required to get the solution under
G2 M when the network size grows from 2 to 100. On the other
hand, Fig. 13b shows the time required to obtain optimal solutions
from CPLEX when the network size grows from 2 to 38. Note that
the y-axis in Fig. 13b is in log scale rather than the linear scale in
Fig. 13a.
7. Related work
Although CC has been an active research area for many years
(see, e.g.[1,5,8,9,12–15,17,28,31,37],), recent advances in employing
NC in CC (so-called NC-CC) has created a new research paradigm
for the communication network community. To date, research on
NC-CC is still in its early stage and results remain very limited
[4,19,25,33,36,38]. In [4], Bao and Li were the ﬁrst to employ NC-CC
in a multi-source single-destination network. Their focus was on
developing coding mechanisms that could be used by the source
nodes to cooperate with each other. In [19], Peng et al. considered a network with a single relay node and multiple sourcedestination pairs, and studied the outage probability of the entire
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network when NC-CC is employed. Sharma et al. [25] also considered a network with a single relay node and multiple sourcedestination pairs, and derived the data rate equations for individual sessions under NC-CC. Xiao et al. [33] considered a two-source
single-destination network and showed that NC can help CC reduce
packet error rates. In [36] and [38], the NC-CC framework was limited in exploiting NC only in case of bi-directional traﬃc and by using a single relay node. We have shown in this paper that NC-CC is
beneﬁcial in unidirectional traﬃc as well, and multiple relay NC-CC
can be signiﬁcantly better than single relay NC-CC. As a result, limiting the work to bi-directional traﬃc only and the use of a single
relay node limits the potential gains of their approach in an adhoc network. In fact, a common limitation of all these prior efforts
is the use of only a single relay node. As a result, they could not
beneﬁt from any performance gains that can be offered by multiple
relay nodes. NC-CC with multiple relay nodes was ﬁrst explored by
Sharma et al. very recently [27], where they showed that a proper
choice of a group of relay nodes could have a signiﬁcant impact
on NC-CC’s performance. However, the problem on how to group
sessions, relay nodes, and match them together remains open. This
paper is the ﬁrst attempt to address this important problem.

8. Conclusion

j

"

XRG j =

if session group G uses relay group
R j for NC-CC, G ∈ IR j ,
otherwise.

1
0

Since a source node sj can be in at most one session group, we
have:
R j ∈Nr

XRG j ≤ 1
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Appendix
A mathematical formulation of session/relay grouping and
matching problem. A feasible session group (with respect to a relay group) is deﬁned as a group of sessions sharing the relay group
under NC-CC where the weighted sum of session rates in the group
is not less than the weighted sum of session rates under direct
transmission. So, we denote IR j as the set of all feasible session
groups for the relay group R j ∈ R. The size of the set IR j can be
s

exponential in the worst case. We further denote JRi ⊂ IR j as the
j

set of feasible session groups that contain the source node si . Thus,
!
s
we have s ∈S JRi = IR j .
j

( si ∈ S ),

(22)

s
G∈JRi
j

where Nr is the set of relay groups (among all possible relay
groups) that are feasible for at least one session group.
Note that by (22), a session can belong to only one session
group, and there exists |S | source nodes. Thus, the number of
groups that may be ultimately formed associated with any of the
relay groups is at most |S |. Further, note that (22) is not prohibiting relay nodes from participating in multiple relay groups, neither
is it prohibiting multiple session groups to use same relay groups.
For the objective of maximizing the sum of weighted rates
among all source nodes in the network, we can formulate the session/relay grouping and matching problem as follows:

si ∈S

⎡⎛

⎞

⎣⎝

XRG j · wi · CNC-CC (si , G, R j , di )⎠

R j ∈Nr G∈J si
R

⎛

j

⎞

+⎝1 −
R j ∈Nr

XRG j ⎠ · wi · CD (si , di )⎦
s
G∈JRi
j

XRG j ≤ 1

subject to
R j ∈Nr

⎤

( si ∈ S )

s
G∈JRi
j

XRG i ∈ {0, 1},

( Ri ∈ R, G ∈ IRi ).

Note that the objective function contains the sum of two different terms for every source node si in the network. The ﬁrst term
is the achievable rate under NC-CC while the second term contains
the achievable rate under direct transmission; only one of these
two terms will be non-zero and taken into the summation over
si ∈ S.
The above optimization problem is a 0–1 integer linear programming (ILP) problem, with an exponential number of variables
(XRG ) in the worst case. Due to the combinatorial nature of the
j

Acknowledgments
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We use the notation G ∈ S to denote some group of sessions.
G
We deﬁne a binary variable XR
as follows:

Maximize

In this paper, we studied how NC-CC behaves when multiple
relay nodes are employed. We derived closed form equations for
mutual information and achievable data rate for each session under such setting. Our derivation was based on generalizing the
three-node relay channel model with multiple relays and then
taking consideration of multiple sessions. Our results in this paper offer an important building block on the theory of NC-CC. To
demonstrate the application of our theoretical result, we solved a
joint optimization problem in multiple dimensions, such as session grouping, relay node grouping, and matching of session/relay
groups. After showing that this problem was NP-hard, we presented a polynomial time heuristic algorithm to this problem. Using simulation results, we showed that the proposed algorithm
is highly competitive and eﬃcient: it is able to offer a performance close to a centralized solver while being orders of magnitude faster.
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problem, any alternative formulation will also involve integer (or
binary) variables in it.
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